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Introduction:  Previous studies have established 

the former existence in the early solar system of the 
short-lived radionuclide 10Be, which decays to 10B with 
a half-life τ1/2 ~ 1.5 Myr [1-5].  Because 10Be cannot 
be produced by stellar nucleosynthesis, its discovery 
supports an origin by local irradiation in the solar sys-
tem.  To date, except for a hint of possible radiogenic 
10B excesses in some anorthite-rich chondrules in the 
Yamato 82094 (CO3) carbonaceous chondrite [6], all 
the positive observations of the pre-existence of 10Be 
were made in calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions 
(CAIs) from carbonaceous chondrites.  To better un-
derstand the distribution of 10Be in the early solar sys-
tem and to explore the probability of using it as a 
chronometer for early processes, we have carried out a 
search for 10Be in CAIs and Al-rich chondrules from 
unequilibrated enstatite and ordinary chondrites. 

Experimental Techniques:  The CAIs and Al-rich 
chondrules used in this study were previously identi-
fied and analyzed for their 26Al-26Mg systematics or 
oxygen isotopic compositions [7, 8].  Boron isotopes 
of individual mineral phases from selected CAIs or Al-
rich chondrules were measured with the ASU ims 6f 
ion microprobe, using techniques similar to those de-
scribed in [4].  Depending on the sizes of the minerals 
analyzed, a 0.1–20 nA focused O– beam was used for 
the measurements and each analysis could take from 
~1 to ~6 hours. Terrestrial glass standards NBS610, 
NBS612, and BST-1 were used for obtaining the Be/B 
sensitivity factor and for correction of instrumental 
mass fractionation (IMF).  Because B only has two 
stable isotopes (10B and 11B), isotopic mass fraction-
ateons have to be externally corrected using standards.  
Fortunately, the IMF for B isotopes was stable and 
consistent during ion microprobe measurements.  It 
was not susceptible to changes of some of the analyti-
cal conditions (such as primary beam intensity, sample 
charging condition, and sample position).  In the two 
weeks of the measurements, the IMF of the B isotopes 
of the standards varied within ~4 ‰ (2σ). 

Results and Discussion:  We analyzed four CAIs 
and two Al-rich chondrules from two EH3 chondrites 
(EET87746 and Sahara 97072).  The melilite-spinel 
CAI E4631-1 was described in [7].  The other three 
CAIs are hibonite-spinel inclusions (E4642-2, E4642-
4, and S72A-5).  All the CAIs are less than ~100 µm.  
The hibonite-bearing inclusions, which are less than 50 
µm, consist mainly of platy hibonite grains (~10 x 20 

µm), surrounded by spinel or sodalite.  One Al-rich 
chondrule (E4642-1) from EET87746, previously de-
scribed in [8], is ~100 µm in diameter and consists of 
euhedral spinel (up to ~20x50 µm) grains, aluminous 
diopside, and 2 types of glass (Fig. 1).  The other Al-
rich chondrule (E4642-3) is ~90 µm in size and con-
tains olivine and Cr-rich spinel. 

One CAI (A5121-1) from the ordinary chondrite 
ALHA81251 (LL3.2) was also measured for its boron 
isotopes.  This CAI is a round inclusion, ~50 µm in 
diameter, consisting mainly of hibonite and fassaite 
pyroxene, with a rim of olivine (Fo45) and diopside 
(<10 µm thick) (Fig. 2).  Minor Na-plagioclase and 
troilite are also present inside this CAI. 

No resolvable 10B excesses were observed in the 
five melilite- or hibonite-bearing CAIs from the ensta-
tite and ordinary chondrites.  Even though some meli-
lite and hibonite grains in carbonaceous chondrites [1-
5, 9] show high 9Be/11B ratios, the one melilite and 
four hibonite grains we measured in this study did not 
have 9Be/11B ratios high enough (>5) for the detection 
of 10B excesses produced by the decay of 10Be. 

Similar low 9Be/11B ratios (<1) were observed in 
the Al-rich chondrule E4642-3.  However, one spot 
analysis on the spinel grain in the Al-rich chondrule 
E4642-1 yielded a large 9Be/11B ratio (~24).  Even 
though theoretical calculations indicated that spinel 
should preferably accommodate Be, relative to B [10], 
actual observations showed that spinel normally has 
low Be/B ratios like those observed in E4642-3.  In 
this respect, the spinel in E4642-1 is certainly an ex-
ception.  Interestingly, the glasses in this chondrule 
also show unusually high Be/B ratios.  The data points 
from this Al-rich chondrule hint the existence of 10B 
excesses that correlate with the 9Be/11B ratios (Fig. 3), 
suggesting the pre-existence of the short-lived ra-
dionuclide 10Be.  An inferred initial 10Be/9Be ratio is 
(~1.0±0.6) x 10-3, with a large uncertainty. 

The marginally resolved 10B excesses in E4642-1, 
however, could well be resulted from the matrix effect 
between spinel and glasses for the 9Be/11B sensitivity 
factor, which was obtained using glass standards.  Ob-
viously, further measurements of high precision are 
needed to solve this issue.  On the other hand, the pos-
sible existence of 10Be in the Al-rich chondrule E4642-
1 is interestingly consistent with a similar observation 
in some anorthite-rich chondrules from the Yamato 
82094 (CO3) carbonaceous chondrite [6].  If the barely 
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resolved 10B excesses in E4642-1 were indeed pro-
duced by 10Be, it would suggest that 10Be also existed 
in the enstatite chondrite forming region.  With in-
ferred initial 10Be/9Be ratios of ~1 x 10-3 for CAIs [1-5] 
and considering that many chondrules formed within 
1-2 Myr after CAI formation based on their 26Al data, 
it could be feasible to detect 10Be in chondrules, pro-
viding minerals with high Be/B ratios can be found. 
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Fig. 1 The Al-rich chondrule E4642-1 from the ensta-

tite chondrite EET87746 (EH3). Sp – spinel; 
Diop –diopside; Gls – glass. 
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Fig. 2 The CAI A5121-1 from the ordinary chondrite 

ALHA81251 (LL3.2). Hib – hibonite; Ol – oli-
vine; Fass – fassaite. 
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Fig. 3 The 10Be-10B systematics in the Al-rich chon-

drule E4642-1 from an unequilibrated enstatite 
chondrite. Sp – spinel; Gls – glass; Pyx – py-
roxene. Error bars are 2σ. 
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